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LETTER
FROM
PRESIDENT
AND
FOUNDER
Benjamin Nolot

“Blessed is the man
whose strength is in
You, whose heart is
set upon a pilgrimage.”
- Psalm 84:5

In late December 2008 I sat with a friend in his basement, the burden over human trafficking brewing deep
in my spirit. Video camera in hand, my friend Matt pressed record and we captured the footage we called,
“The Mission Briefing.” Just days later, Mike Bickle, Director of the International House of Prayer, would show
the video on the opening night of the annual Onething Conference. We never could have anticipated the response from taking this issue public before a live audience of 20,000 young adults, and thousands more viewing through GodTV and the Internet.
2009 witnessed the birth of Exodus Cry. Since then people in overwhelming numbers have joined us from
around the world to pour their lives into the fight against modern day slavery. With the support of a grassroots
movement of abolitionists, we have taken great strides towards accomplishing our goal of forming an effective and efficient organizational vehicle that (1) Ministers to victims of human trafficking (philanthropy) and (2)
works to bring about the end of an industry that exploits them (abolition).
Over the past year we have experienced a violent collision between our desperate desire to see the liberation
of the captives, and the complexities of their situation that keeps them bound. Let me share one story from a
trip to Cambodia. Upon arriving in Phnom Phen I met with Don, a contact working in the seedy village of Svay
Pak. My purpose in meeting with him was to gain understanding and insight into the child sex-trafficking that
occurs there. Don described the dire situation, “90% of these children will be trafficked before the age of 12.”
In shock I wondered how this could be. He explained that this systemic injustice is rooted in the complicity of
the parents willing to profit in the sale of their own children.
When he investigated a chain of brothels known for child sex-trafficking, Don discovered a situation in which
at least 2,000 children were being trafficked for forced prostitution. Through much effort and to the tearful
delight of 3 of these children Don arranged a way to deliver them from their situation and offer them a new life.
All that was required was the approval of the parents.
Eager to bring these children to safety, Don approached the parents with an offer they couldn’t refuse. “We told
them we would give them start up money to start businesses, we would educate their children, and train them
to get jobs that would pay them more than prostitution ever could.” To his horror Don discovered the power
of greed for short-term profit was stronger than the outrage any parent should have towards their child being
raped. The parents declined Don’s offer.

“What was that like?” I painfully inquired. He just looked at me, tears welling up in his eyes, speechless. The
pain in his eyes revealed more than any explanation ever could. I pray I never forget that stare.
Over the past year, our grief over those enslaved in modern day sex trafficking has been exponentially compounded by the deepening realization that there is no easy solution. You simply cannot ride in with the cavalry
and rescue children who are being systematically trafficked by their own parents. All over the world slavery
is entrenched within the cultures that support it either directly or indirectly. Confronted with this reality and
exhausted by our own ingenuity, we are driven time and again to our knees. As Abraham Lincoln once said, “I
have been driven many times upon my knees by the overwhelming conviction that I had nowhere else to go.
My own wisdom and that of all about me seemed insufficient.”
William Wilberforce gave us a key to winning the fight against slavery when he said, “So enormous, so dreadful,
so irremediable did the Trade’s wickedness appear that my own mind was completely made up for Abolition…
[For] if to be feelingly alive to the sufferings of my fellow-creatures is to be a fanatic, I am one of the most incurable fanatics ever permitted to be at large.” In spite of the overwhelming odds and impossible complexities of
modern day slavery, if we will allow God to make us alive to the sufferings of those caught in human trafficking
we will gain the resolve to endure in this fight until slavery is ended or we breathe our last.
What Abraham Lincoln, William Wilberforce, and Don in Cambodia all understood was that while human exertion is essential; our blood, sweat, and tears alone are not enough to bring freedom. The end of slavery will
not come by good ideas, cool websites, rock concerts, nor even a riveting documentary. When we lose sight
of this we have only the stench of humanism masquerading as social justice. The end of slavery is a vision that
ultimately drives us to our knees and it is there we see the greatest abolitionist who ever lived and who alone
is the end of slavery, Jesus Christ. He is our Deliverer, He is our Savior, He is our Healer, and through Him we are
victorious.
Thank you for being a part of this historic effort. By bearing this struggle in your own frame you are giving
expression to those whose cries are most often not heard in the ears of men, but have captured the attention
of heaven.

Having already paid to bring these girls out of prostitution, Don was forced to return them to the trafficker.

With great appreciation,
Benjamin Nolot
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PHILANTHROPY

The Mission Statement

TO
END
HUMAN
TRAFFICKING
AND
MODERN-DAY
SLAVERY
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LETTER
FROM
DIRECTOR
OF
PHILANTHROPY
Blaire Pilkington
The mandate of Exodus Cry Philanthropy
is love. As Director of Philanthropy, I am
uniquely privileged to see first hand the
fragrance of Christ transform some of the
most broken and hurting people on earth.
I have seen the unchecked exploitation of
victims of human trafficking and the need
for a speedy and bold response.
Here at Exodus Cry we subscribe to a
comprehensive and holistic approach
to ministering to victims of human trafficking and slavery. Through a process
of rescue, restoration, and reintegration
women and children are liberated from
bondage and exploitation, rehabilitated
spiritually, emotionally, and physically in
the safety of a Christ-centered community, and ultimately empowered to reenter
society and live out their dreams. This is
an incredible effort I am so grateful to be
a part of.
- Blaire Pilkington
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LOCAL
AND
DOMESTIC
OUTREACH
STORIES
“Reality on the Streets”

2009 ACTIVITY
While the issue of human trafficking pervades the farthest reaches of the earth, we at Exodus Cry are as
deeply committed to answering the crisis that exists in the U.S. as we are in the most debilitated 3rd world
countries.

In 2009, Exodus Cry visited Virginia, Florida, California, Nevada, Texas, and, of course, our home state
of Missouri.

On a chilly night in fall, our small team walked through the dark streets of Kansas City’s most notorious prostitution area. Praying as we walked, we held roses in our hands ready to give out to the girls being sold in this
area. Suddenly, this unusually quiet night was interrupted by a young woman in her twenties jumping out of
a car, and heading straight for our group. Shaken and visibly disturbed she inquired, “Will you pray for my
deliverance?” “Of course” we replied, bringing her into the relative safety and warmth of our little circle.
After praying for the Fathers love to be manifested in this girl’s heart, she began to tell us her story, struggles,
and life being prostituted on the streets. Still visibly nervous and frantically looking over her shoulder, she
hung on our every word as we told her about God’s love for her. For 20 minutes we shared with this precious,
yet deeply troubled girl the hope that exists in Jesus. We offered her an opportunity for safety, shelter, and a
warm meal. But just as hope began to emerge a car slowly pulled alongside where we were gathered. As if
almost torn away from us, she jumped in the passenger side and the car pulled away.

In partnership with law enforcement, churches, and health care professionals, we initiated outreaches to
victims of exploitation in the inner city, prostitution, and sexually oriented businesses where often girls have
been beaten, raped, trafficked, and severely traumatized. These girls were offered food, mental and physical
health care, shelter, detox options, spiritual counseling, and prayer.

That night I saw the desperation of an individual crying out for deliverance but unable to break free from mental and physical chains that bind them to that which is destroying them. To those who are free, freedom seems
an easy choice. To those who are bound, freedom’s price is extremely costly, and no one can choose it
for them.
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INTERNATIONAL
FIELD
WORK

STORIES
“The power of the Gospel”
We first met Mon while prayer walking down a side street off the main red-light strip. She introduced herself
and invited us into the bar where she was working. All bars in Thailand’s red-light districts are vehicles for prostitution and sites of the perpetual exploitation of thousands of young Thai girls. After casual introductions, it
was apparent that this young woman was deeply troubled. As we spoke, she began to reveal the reality of her
life and the desperation that led her to work in the bar.
Mon’s story began in the south of Thailand, near the Cambodian border where she was raised. She fell in love
with and married a South African man (a common “dream” among Thai women). She then moved with him to
South Africa where she lived as a housewife for the next eight years. But just five months before we met her,
her husband had suddenly left her for another woman and filed for divorce. Soon after the divorce, her South
African visa expired and she was deported to Thailand where she was imprisoned. Totally dejected, she spent
the next month in various Thai prisons and was finally released in an unfamiliar city.
Sadly, we met Mon on just her second night working in the bar. She is one of many who have fallen into
prostitution. In her mind she is doing her best to survive in a harsh world. As we talked with her she let her
guard down and we were able to speak into the pain and disappointment of her life with the hope that exists
in Christ. We told her of the love that could heal her shame and of the One with a Father’s passion to embrace
her as a daughter.

2009 ACTIVITY
Internationally, Exodus Cry visited
Sweden
Moldova
the Netherlands
the Czech Republic
Costa Rica
Cambodia
the Philippines
UAE
Israel
Turkey
and Thailand
in 2009.

Two nights after our first encounter with Mon, we came back to visit her again. During this second encounter
Mon told us that she had stopped praying to Buddha, and was only praying to Jesus. She expressed her
need for Him and we were able to pray with her again and talk to her about practical options for a way out of
prostitution. Several days later, some of our missionary contacts returned to the bar to talk to Mon only to find
out that she had stopped working there.
Many times the chains that bind those caught in the cycle of sexual exploitation are not as much physical as
they are emotional, spiritual, and psychological. For them, the greatest need is not for a “special forces” team to
rescue them, but rather to encounter the transcendent truth of the gospel, which empowers them to choose
freedom.

In every place we discovered a thriving sex industry fueled by the thousands of foreign men who flood the
brothels and bars of tourist friendly red-light districts. These areas are full of young women and children who
have been trafficked and exploited. Our outreaches included ministry to both the men who purchase sex, and
the girls that are exploited by them.
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EXODUS
CRY
LIGHTHOUSES

2009 ACTIVITY

Exodus Cry LightHouses are centralized locations of
refuge for exploited or at risk girls of human trafficking.
We are committed to creating a culture of value and worth for the victims and at risk girls who live in each of
our Light Houses. This is communicated in everything we do from the quality and condition of the housing, to
the food that is provided, to the treatment of the staff, and beyond. We want everything we do to shout,

“You are loved! You are worthy! You are valuable! You
are a princess!”
In the Spring of 2009 Exodus Cry established our first LightHouse in Chisinau, Moldova as a beachhead in a
community ravaged by the effects of human trafficking. The beautiful young women we are housing are receiving love, care, healing, and education in a setting centered in the value of prayer and the love of God.

STORIES
“The best of friends”
Two of our precious young women at the Moldovan Lighthouse are Tasha and Alisa. Both of them were orphaned as children in Moldova. Growing up in the orphanage, the girls faced routine beatings and neglect, but
remained friends through the difficult circumstances. As they grew up together they dreamed of a life beyond
the walls of the orphanage and even beyond Moldova. When an attractive Ukranian woman approached them
about a lucrative employment opportunity they jumped at the chance, eager to leave the brutal world of the
orphanage behind. To the detriment of Tasha and Alisa, this Ukranian woman turned out to be a human trafficking recruiter.
When the girls arrived in the Ukraine they soon understood their new situation as unpaid workers on a potato
farm. They worked long days on the farm with no pay, little nutrition and faced continual beatings and abuse
by their taskmasters. After several years of bondage under these conditions, the girls were kicked onto the
streets, no longer useful to their traffickers. Like so many woman who are trafficked across the earth, Tasha
and Alisa were used and exploited for the benefit of their masters and then simply discarded as trash on the
streets in a place far from home. Alone and penniless on the streets of a foreign country, the girls sold the few
articles of clothing they had and bought bus tickets to Moldova. In route, they were picked up by the International Organization of Migration who then placed them in the safety of our Chisinau Lighthouse. Alisa and
Tasha are thriving in the loving environment of the Exodus Cry LightHouse under the care of our faithful staff.
Their resilience and bright smiles, despite the obstacles of their past, are an amazing example of what love can
overcome.
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ABOLITION
LETTER
FROM
DIRECTOR
OF
ABOLITION
Bret Mavrich

“Becoming an abolitionist”
No one becomes an abolitionist overnight. Abolition itself is a process. On the evening of February 23rd, 1807,
the groundbreaking Slave Trade Act was passed by both houses of English parliament. Afterwards, William Wilberforce blithely commented to Henry Thornton, his longtime comrade in the fight, “Well Henry, what shall we
abolish next?” The obvious answer was to abolish slavery itself; the Slave Trade Act criminalized only the trade
of slaves, but the abolition of the institution of slavery would not be legislated for almost another 30 years.
Wilberforce and Thornton had demonstrated heroic perseverance to end the slave trade, and would continue
in their perseverance to fully abolish slavery. The depth of resolve and character needed for their task, much
like full abolition, was not forged overnight.
I remember when I first began to feel the call of an abolitionist. I had been invited by Exodus Cry to do some
writing and so I began researching the current trends in human trafficking. I spent hours perusing websites
and books filled with statistics that boggled the mind, numbers that tipped my rational world off its axis like
Einstein toppling Newton. My research went on like this for several weeks until at one point I began reading a
book that not only cited the inconceivable figures of human trafficking, but also illustrated them in vivid storytelling details of actual victims. Suddenly, through the stories, I found my senses immersed in the dark reality
of sex slavery: I choked on the heavy miasma of sweat in apartment brothels; I winced at the agony and the
terror of brutal rapes repeated day after day; I felt the shallow breathing from the walls of my office separating me from any sense of hope. After a few chapters, I noticed that I, for the first time since I had begun my
research, was physically sick to my stomach. I could review mountains of statistics over lunch, but the actual
stories ruined my appetite.
But that’s not the only way I was affected. I became reticent. I was lost in thought, dwelling on fragmented
images of the horrors of trafficking. I caught myself looking at clocks and couldn’t help but think, “Now, even
now, an 18 year old is just entering into another night of horrendous rape.” When Labor Day came and everyone was enjoying a day off with picnics, all I could think about were the Karaoke girls in Bangkok who never
got a weekend off, much less a holiday. Once I knew the stories, I couldn’t stop retelling them to myself. And
though I had never freed a slave or confronted a slaveholder, slavery had overcome my thoughts, and a fierce
determination to see its end had taken root. I had become an abolitionist.
Abolition is a ground war that is won inch by grueling inch. And the same is true about abolition on the personal level: the change comes incrementally, in pieces, as we gain understanding and listen to the stories that
are hard to hear. But our full and deep commitment is needed if we are to actually gain the fortitude necessary
to persist long enough to end slavery. Slavery is abolished nowhere if it is not first abolished in each of us, if we
do not so empathize with the plight of those in bondage that their pain encroaches upon our own freedom, if
we do not burn with such a righteous indignation for tormented souls that everything sweet becomes bitter
by comparison – in short, if we do not first become abolitionists.
Legislation that outlaws slavery and the slave trade, taken together or separately, is valuable and necessary.
But, as our current condition belies, more must be done to free slaves. Abolition is as much about changing
minds as it is changing laws. At Exodus Cry we strive to advance the cause of abolition on three fronts: Spiritual
Breakthrough, Social Reformation, and by Activating Abolitionists.
- Bret Mavrich
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SOCIAL
REFORMATION
2009 ACTIVITY
Wilberforce would be discouraged to learn that slavery exists today, and that the modern recrudescence is a
form more vicious and robust than any other time in history. The Trafficking Victims Protection Act evaluates
countries for developed legislation, but the truth is that not only is slavery already illegal in every country on
the earth, but laws already exist for deception, abduction, rape, and abuse – in short, all of the major felonies
that comprise human trafficking.
If slavery is to be eradicated once and for all, we need to see widespread and comprehensive social reformation.
The legislation that outlaws modern day slavery is mostly on the books; what is needed is total upheaval of
morally bankrupt societies. Rule of Law must be established by challenging the governments that do not
effectively enforce trafficking laws; the prevailing attitudes that denigrate women and children need changed;
and the oppressive religious beliefs that relegate women and children to a cut-rate status need to be acknowledged and recanted. Each of these is a war in itself, but they each profoundly fuel slavery.
To address this issue in the world of ideas, Benjamin Nolot co-authored a book entitled Babylon that unmasks
the prevailing trends in society that have set a context for a modern-day slave industry. And in an effort to help
ignite social reformation, Exodus Cry spent much of 2009 (and will spend much of 2010) on a documentary
project called Nefarious: Merchant of Souls.

Nefarious: Merchant of Souls is a film that will expose
the contradictions, compromises, and outright lies of
the global sex trade industry as a whole.
While the film includes a discussion of human trafficking, the scope widens to include prostitution and pornography as well. The shocking reality is that the “legal” expressions of man’s depravity yield the fruit of modern day
slavery: pornography inculcates men with an escalating hunger for increasingly violent sex with increasingly
younger girls; prostitution objectifies and dehumanizes women – the consistent pattern of slavery through the
ages – reducing them to the role of sex object. These trends are diabolical; these trends are global; and unless
these trends shift, men will always find a way to have sex slaves no matter how many laws we create against it.
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STORIES
“The greatest tragedy”
Sitting in a coffee shop in Amsterdam I spent several hours with a woman formerly trafficked and whose story
was so brutal I’m not sure I would have believed it had I not seen the scars in her eyes. Reaching the climax of
her story, she took a moment to pause – tears welling up in her eyes and at a loss for words, she spoke in simple
terms to try and give articulation to a pain to deep to describe. “I could not love,” she said in broken speech
now holding back sobs. That was the raw realization of a girl whose spirit had been deeply – thoroughly – broken. She lost her ability to love, though it was not lost, it was stolen. Raped physically, spiritually, and emotionally, and now robbed of even the ability to identify with her own humanity.
In moments like this the whole world goes out of focus and you see only the sacred and precious value of “the
one.” This was a defining moment for our team working on the documentary because we came to know personally and intimately that the greatest tragedy of human trafficking is not that a person’s freedom has been
taken, but rather that their ability to love has been broken. This gave new meaning to the project because
we lost sight of “Nefarious: Merchant of Souls,” and became deeply aware of Sarah Oostrum. Alive in our hearts,
Sarah compels us to tell her story and the story of her sisters around the world who are victims of the greatest
tragedy in the created order.
While we are all prone to reach for tangible figures to grasp the scope of an issue, it is the real life stories that
bring deeper understanding. We started the documentary project out with a goal of creating awareness about
human trafficking, but have come to realize that our greater purpose is not just in presenting facts and figures
that are too easily trivialized, but to bring understanding that has the power to invoke change and help spark
a counter cultural revolution.
- Benjamin Nolot
ANNUAL REPORT 2009
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ACTIVATING
ABOLITIONISTS

2009 ACTIVITY

STORIES
“Getting Activated”

We must activate abolitionists the world over.
Today’s slavery is ubiquitous and yet nuanced, taking on the particular cast of regions and cultures. Everywhere the stories are the same, but the patois changes with the anecdotes of suffering. What that means for
the cause of abolition is that people of all ages, in every country, of myriad vocations must be enlisted to fight
this war on their own turf, in their own towns and cities.

A trumpet must be blown and followers of Jesus
must be called to prayer and works of justice.
Exodus Cry has a number of initiatives that are aimed at accomplishing this important goal. In 2009 we hosted
three regional Justice Rallies, which are powerful events featuring worship, awareness, declaration, and activation. Often they are the catalyst needed to release an abolitionist. In addition, Exodus Cry witnessed the birth
and ensuing growth of our Chapters. Exodus Cry Chapters are localized gatherings of abolitionists for a number of functions including prayer meetings, spreading awareness, and local activism.

Currently Exodus Cry has 26 chapters in 5 different
nations (including the United States).
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Marni was traveling back to the States after spending a year in the Ukraine in 2005 when she met a mail-order
bride. Talking with this woman who had been sold like merchandise, Marni was introduced to the violent
world of human trafficking. She proceeded to get her degree in social work and planned on continuing her
education to help trafficking victims. At this critical junction, Marni attended an Exodus Cry Justice Rally. After
the Rally she said,

“The flame that had already been lit for this issue
was fanned; it was as if someone threw gasoline on
my fire. At the Justice Rally the heart of the Lord was
conveyed through the video, and the anointing on the
speakers.”
She had answered a calling in 2005 that was activated by a powerful experience at an Exodus Cry Justice
Rally.
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SPIRITUAL
BREAKTHROUGH
STORIES
“Miraculous Breakthrough”
Exodus Cry, as part of the City-in-Focus feature, highlights local ministries that work in the field of human trafficking. This practice not only ensures that our information is up to date, but it provides a focused target for
intercession as well.

2009 ACTIVITY

It is not unusual to hear testimonies of God’s breakthrough just days after the new month rolls over. Take
Bangkok for example. Bangkok is famous for sex tourism and law enforcement that turns a blind eye to the
blatant violations of official prostitution laws, and red tape that slows the process of arresting and convicting
offenders. That’s precisely the position that a Bangkok anti-trafficking unit was facing in July last year when
we targeted Bangkok as our City-in-Focus. Just a few days into August, after a month of focused intercession,
our chief contact in Bangkok sent us an email detailing a story that was nothing short of divine intervention on
behalf of the oppressed in Bangkok:

The final component to modern Abolition is
Spiritual Breakthrough.
Too often people do not take into account the fact that extremely dark forces are at work in the slave trade, forces that can only be driven back and disarmed by the prayers of believers. Over and over again Exodus
Cry has seen the leadership of Jesus manifested in dramatic ways as heaven responds to our cries in prayer.

The Exodus Cry journey began with a prayer meeting
in 2007, and prayer remains central to our abolition
strategy.
As a continued expression of this core value, Exodus Cry saw substantial expansion of its prayer initiatives in
2009. The City-in-Focus feature has turned into one of the most popular segments on our website indicating
that thousands of people are staying up to speed. The Adopt-a-Nation campaign, garnering intercessory support for every country in the earth that engages in human trafficking, is steadily growing. We also began building a Human Trafficking Prayer Force, and our goal is to cover every hour of the day with intercession for the
issue of Human Trafficking. Finally, each Monday night at 8pm CST at the International House of Prayer, Exodus
Cry hosts a live prayer meeting for 2 hours. The meeting is broadcast over a live webstream, which enables
thousands to join us from all over the world.
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“We had the joy of rescuing another victim of human trafficking a week ago. She was
the first of 14 women who wanted to prosecute her trafficker. We didn’t know where
to turn. God closed the usual doors and opened up an unexpected one - a direct line
to top officials of the anti-trafficking department. Through God’s favor they acted miraculously fast and yesterday the trafficker was arrested. The police themselves were
astounded. They wanted to know who we were to get an audience with top officials
and to get a case moving this fast. They have been trying for four years to catch one
of these traffickers from this country with no success. This is their first and it happened
yesterday, the last day of July. I honestly believe that the prayers given as a result of
Exodus Cry brought about this justice breakthrough. Awesome! Praise God!”

God continues to use intercession to bring forth his
Kingdom to the earth and free women and children
in bondage.
ANNUAL REPORT 2009
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LOOKING
AHEAD

“THE WISDOM
OF THE PRUDENT
IS TO UNDERSTAND
HIS WAY.”
PROVERBS 14:8

Our goal in 2010 is to further accelerate the ground
swell of momentum generated from 2009.
Due to an increased volume of year-end giving we are poised to take new territory moving ahead into this year.
We are deep in production working to bring completion to the anticipated Nefarious: Merchant of Souls documentary. This spring we will host the Grand opening of our national human trafficking awareness center. New
Light Houses are on the horizon as we begin to lay the groundwork for homes in Kansas City and Zimbabwe.
We are sending teams to Vancouver during the Olympics and South Africa during the World Cup to stand in the
gap in real time and space between the victims of human trafficking and the perpetrators that would seek to
exploit them. We will be developing new videos, new blogs, doing new domestic outreaches, and launching
new chapters around the world.

All the while we will remain on our knees, beseeching
Him who is worthy to receive all glory for whatever
measurable impact we are able to make, and hoping
that one day Exodus Cry no longer has reason to exist.
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FINANCIALS

In 2009 Exodus Cry changed it’s fiscal year to begin in July and end in June.
See the our 990 forms for more financial information.

LETTER
FROM
DIRECTOR
OF
OPERATIONS
Tim Cerny

BREAKDOWN:
January 1, 2009—June 30, 2009
Income

119,229

Expense

16,368

Net

102,861

Total Assets

110,492

Total Liabilities
Net Assets

A very hearty THANK YOU to everyone who has contributed to Exodus Cry over the past year! The vast majority of our income has been through gifts by people
whom we have never met and who live all over the
world. Without your partnership we would not have
been able to advance the abolition cause at the pace
we were able to in 2009.

2,792
107,700

Program

9,454

General & Admin

6,914

Fundraising

0

July 1, 2009—June 30, 2010
Income

487,777

Expense

234,313

Pioneering the development of Exodus Cry has been
challenging and exciting. Having started with humble
beginnings we are now gaining significant traction in
making a radical difference in the lives of people who
find themselves in bondage to circumstances and
people outside of their will. Their stories fuel our commitment to financial integrity, prudence, and transparency as well as the knowledge that we will be held
to account not only in this world, but in the world to
come.

Net

253,464

Total Assets

371,871

With this in mind, know that we are channeling your
gifts into the cause of loving slaves and ending slavery
with the greatest possible impact. Thank you for being
a part of our story and our efforts.

Fundraising

Total Liabilities

10,707

Net Assets

361,164

Program

157,068

General & Admin

69,771
7,474

- Tim Cerny
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MANAGEMENT
AND
BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

Chairman of the Board
Benjamin Nolot
Treasurer
Peter Herder

Secretary
Ian Rutherford

Exodus Cry
801 Main Street, Suite 101
Grandview, MO 64030

Director of Philanthropy
Blaire Pilkington

Director of Abolition
Bret Mavrich

Director of Operations
Tim Cerny

Director of Media
Matt Dickey

Executive Administrator
Angela Bedley

Director of Chisinau LightHouse Vladimir Ubeivolc

BUSINESS OFFICE
President and Founder
Benjamin Nolot
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